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PREFACE
First ana foremast I thank from the bottom of my heart my 
revered patron Mr. Jehangir;]! H. Carina0 who has helped me since 
the clays of my childhood. X also thank his other colleagues & 
the Trustees ©f the M-M- C'ama Education Farad.
My thanks are also due to  Mr. J.R. Miss try® the Seoretapy 
of tlm ftl.j?. Cama Athoman In s titu te . It \m& in th is  In s titu te ®  
my beloved AXimHiftatePj, therein the seeds of my training were 
planted.
2 also g ra te fu lly  thank the Trustees o f the Foreign 
Education Committee and other Farsi C haritab le  Trusts for 
tendering me necessary fin a n c ia l assistance$ fo r  w ithou t whose 
generous aids, it would never have beera possib le  fo r  me to  leave 
the shores o f India.
I t  would indeed be an act o f ingratitude®  i f  I were not to 
acknowledge here my deep thanks to  Mrs. Msherbanu Behpsmgore 
A nklesa riay who very generously le n t me the rare and the precious 
MSS. of Dd. & which greatly fa c ilita te d  me in mj work.
I would be felling in my duty® if I were hot to deeply 
thank here my two very eminent and ever h e lp fu l supervisors® 
P rofessor flf.B. Kenning& and Br. Mary Boyce. W ithout any sens© 
of exaggeration® I  would sta te  here that had it not been fo r  
th e ir  advice 9 c r it ic is m  and sch o la rly  goidaa'se, s© generously 
given to  rr.©, th is  work &culd never have seen the lig h t  o f the 
day. Even during the vacations and during  my long illness®  they 
(in c lu d in g  Mrs. Kenning) d id  not h e s ita te  to render me a l l  he lp .
I  s in ce re ly  thank a l l  o f them.,
I  am a lso  g ra te fu l to  the fo llo w in g  In s titu te s  and th e ir  
L ib ra ria n s  fo r  rendering me a l l  possible assistance.
(l) The Royal Library;, Copenhagen. (I make her® special
mention of Professor Ka;j Barr® who rendered me invalusblet 
assistance during my visit to Damaarkf)
(s ) The K„R, Cama O rie n ta l In s t itu te , Bombay.
(3) The First Bastnr Meherii Raxia Library® Havsari.
(11) Th© StaatsbibXIot&efc® Munich.
(5) The School of Oriental and African Studies Library ^London.
(6; The R©yal Asiatic Society of Great Britan and Ireland.
My thanks are also due to the many friends® each of whom 
In his own individual way rendered me necessary help.
La.st hat not the least my deepest sense of gratitudes are 
due to my dear parents' &/1& the family for their moral and 
financial support at all .stages ■of my career.
In the end® I humbly how my head in rev^rans© to
A.kipa^si2;da v, the Oimipofanip for His e t e m l  Benevolence.
ABSTRACT
An attempt is made® In this work® t© edit the unedited 
portion (Pnrslllrv iil«°93) ot Bdc ® according to the strict 
scientific principles® as evolved in the classical European 
studies.
In Chapter I® a general idea ©t the whereabouts of almost
all the known MSS. of DJL is given.
Chapter II® deals with a detailed description of fiv© 
Important MSS, (B® E® Ep Wi and T) used for the edition of the 
text; their peculiarities® thair individual mistakes® thaiz? 
importance etc. are also stated In the same chapter„
In Chapter III the relationship of these MSS. Is discussed, 
and It has been shown that the Iranian MBS. (SC and. T) and the 
Indian MSS „ {D® M and S) are respectively derived from the two 
independent sub~areh©types p and H.
Chapter IV gives us an Idea of the arrangement of the 
text. My principal guide for' this work of edition has been 
the admirable study by Paul Maas® Textkritik c(BcU 3 Leipzig®
19 S?). It should he noted that Individual, mistakes of a . MS.
or MS6„ ar© discarded by the editor. In ©rdar to demonstrate
the xmti procedures a double apparatus has been given for the
first three Parsigns first an apparatus in the ^traditional” 
style® comprising each and every deviation® and thereafter a 
correct apparatus with variants (properly understood) only.
The photostat copies of the two more folios (S5&»256) of 
K® and the Colophons of B and E with their transcriptions and 
translations are given at the .mid of the text.
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Homasy&r9 s Riviyat® 2 volso (with an intro-** 
dwction 'by J.Jo Modi J Bombay# 1922 D
Wo s (& .B .E .)  «* PahXavi Tex ts  Sacred Books o f  th e  
East# volSoV# x v i l ip  xxiv# .x m r l i#  s a v ii*
W„ t VoXo (BAB)) - Volumes (unpublished and published)
l^TO* (See PoJo Be Menas©© §> ,JA Provisional 
Handlist ot „ » » . . West's paper© 9 # <3®AS#
April# 1950g pp0 fISMSfs*
($8PW») 8First Series of the pahlavi Text of the
Selections of Zadsparam9 Avesta# PahXavi and Ancient 
Persian Studies .in honour of the late Dastur Peshotan
B„ Sarfjanay 1906 „
RoC„ t The To&ehings of the Magi (Ethical ana
Religious Glassies of East and West Mo. 16) B 
London# X9§8„
R.CoS (Ziu?o) » Zurvon. A Zoroastrian Dilemma&
Oxford# X9SSo
(3).D«IK.Q.) «• Z e l ts o h r l f t  d er Deutche®
M.-org©n3,andischen G-es©llselio.:ft 6 L@ips.Ig
CHm?Eg __X
m  ACOO TOE OF «  PREV1003„...lQM-_Qffl, THE DMBSTAI^l
BXIICK ABB Off TEE WHEREABOUTS OF TBB M3S«„
The existtng works on the Dadestlm-i B M | (her© 
abbreviated t© 3Mo) ar© as followss
la A.D. 1861ft^  Ds?o M 5 Hang delivered a lecture ©a 
Eoroastria&isra under the auspice© of the "Zarthostl -DIb-FI 
Jlfeill Karn&ri Mandlis% (Soeiety for the Promotion ©£ Researches 
in Zoro&strian Religion) „ A sirm of money 9 collected from tim 
sale of tickets0 was presented to him9 and lie asked for it to 
Is® need to further research in Iranian stndfso .> A pro.s©. was 
accordingly ottered tor the “best ©ssay on M „  s with PahXavi 
text9 transliteration in Aveeta characterse translation in 
Gu5®rat:l and glossary* The late Bswad Sheriar;]! Dudahhoy 
Bharueha and the late Brwad Teftmurasp Dinshaw Ankleearia (who 
is referred to hereafter simply as Tebsnurasp) vrorked jointly 
on this taskp and were awarded the-prise* The' Gujarati
translation and glossarye with soma notesp was published in 
1926© long after the death of its authorsg by Hoshang T&hmurssp 
AnkXewarlap the son of Tehranraspp together with a number of 
letters© which had passed between Tehmurasp and Dr.. We®t0^
Xn 1882 BrP W©@t published an English translation of Ddn in 
S J»E, vola ppc, X«869* The first critical edition of
th® PahXavi text of B&„ (PorBifla X«4.8) was published by D&rab 
Peshotan Ban jam in. 189/PM .Another edition of the PahXavi text 
©f P'arjiin X«hO by Tehmuraep was published posthumously a ae
r e  _
Bd„ Part 1 A by Tetaarasp9 © son Behrsrngor© Tohmmmep Ankl'S-saria 
(hereafter referred to as Behramgor®) P In Jl91|S Behramgor©
edited Pureila 90p with transcription^ translation and note® in
Xo T. D„ AnkXesaria and S„D HmFacfea9 Bad©stands BTnl x m  
Tariimo f ((Jujerati) s Bosjbay* 19&&) *' ™  \  ^
20 Barab Dastur Peshotan Santana p The I^distin^i^BTnik ,^ 
.Qnesitions i«l5a BombaySi 1897« "~™’ " "* *'
T.D. ilmkaaaria© The Datistan°i Dlnlk Pant l Pursiin l-t»0
Bombay» undated* 1 =***--— — ■ — — a <■ *
- 2 ~
1
English s in the Din shay J „ Irani Memorial- Volume, In 1932
Brwad Bamanji hasarya^) 1 Dhabhar edited Pur si sn 53 and 55-61
(chapters on adoption and guardianship) with an English trans-
?Xation, In his boot; Perslan RjLvaya13 etc. pp.l82«89. " Various 
European and Asian scholars have cited short passages from the 
Si. to Illustrate points in articles0
In 1952? when studying at Bombay University under
Civ J0M0 Unvala 5 I read the following yords by Behramgore In
his preface to be!„ Part Is "I Intended to finish the latter
part ofthis work, and to bring out the whole In a complete form, 
but as circumstances have prevented me up to now from attending 
to this work, 1 publish this as Part X? and hope to bring out 
the remaining portion in the near future." AXasI this hop© 
expressed about XQ05, was unfulfilled at his death In 1944. My 
own mind became sot upon completing the work of my great-uncle, 
Tehfnurasp, and in this I was encouraged by Dastur Dr. Hormazdyar 
K. MIrza„ Accordingly, having travelled to England to study, X 
submitted to the University of London a proposal to edit the 
Second part of Dd. as a doctorate the sis0 This was approved? 
and on the suggestion of my supervisor. Professor W.B, Hanning9 
I began work by transcribing the terrt from the facsimile edition 
of the Copenhagen MS. K35^ (referred to her© as K). At th© 
same time I wrote to Mrs. Behramgore Te Anklesaria asking if she 
could consider lending me the unique MSS. of i)cL inherited by 
hex’ late husband from his fa there, Tehmurasp0 She most kindly 
sent a MS. to London, but this proved to be one not of the first 
authority,, In the and I decided to re turn to Bombay for same 
months ta collate the important MSS. there. Before doing so, I.
■l“ Bombays 1943, pp.232-v540
2 „ BJo Dhabhar, TheJ^ersiaa,Jiyayabs^d^Ho
version Bombay,
1932 ? ppo-LS2«8U0 I My thanks are due to Ervad Manoek F. Kang a 
for his kindness In drawing my attention to thls0.)
30 A. Christensen, CopcesJ^jtioi ^ P a ^ ^ j M ^ U o t h e ^ ^  
Uxiiyersitacis hainiensis, vol. Ill, K35 Part i, Copenhagen, 
1934.; “
3visited Copenhagen to verify difficult readings from K  itselfQ 
In Bombay, Mrs* Anklesaria most generously placed all her 
MSS* at my disposal, and by the grace of M.ura Magda, 1 found 
among them two Important MSS * of Dc[„ , namely TD & DF (here called 
T & D respectively)*
In search of another important MS0 , Bit, (here referred to 
as B) 5, I approached Mr* NJi0 Billimoria to seek the help of the 
President, of the Buisar Pars! Anjuman in tracing the descendants 
of Dastur Jamshed Peshotan Kapadla of Buisar in whose possession 
this MS* had one© been* Dastur Kapadla8s grandson, now Living 
in Bombay, kindly allowed me to examine three MSS*- belonging to 
him, but none of these contained Dch, and further search for B 
proved equally fruitless* This MS* was not used by Behramgor®
1^* r)
for his edition of Pnrslsn 90,^ and it thus seems likely that its 
whereabouts were not known even in I943L A full description of 
It has been given by Vlest tn Mo*13 of his unpublished volumes (now 
in the library of the Boyal Asiatic Society, London), and this I 
append below, p p .
I approached the descendants of Dastur Jamaspji Minocher 
Jamasp Asa of Bombay to ask about the MSS* eJlfi and 9J2\ used 
Dy Tehmuraspe'" 1 learnt that all the MSS0 belonging to Dastur 
Jamasp had been divided on his death between his two sons, but 
they were unable to tell me what had become of them subsequently„ 
There is, however, a copy of JX among Mrs* Anklesari a 0 s MSS*
(It was in fact, the MS* sent to me in London)* One of the MSS„*
1 T1 * .V * )
who des=
cribed it and collated it in one of his unpublished volumes* As 
both MSS* must most probably be presumed lost, 1 reproduce^ West* & 
description below, pp-3&~^- description closely resembles that
1. Sos BJc Dhabhar, Pahlayl Rlvayat accompanying the Dadlstan^ 
i^DinXk* Bombay, 1913^in€rb** p *12T~ "ljisiles^of""Manuslichih.ar?
Bombay^ 1911, intros*, l&~190 J......................— - ™
20 See Dlnshaw J* Irani Mem- ¥q1*, pp0232~5&0 
3„ See j>jL _.Fart 1, ’preface’J-
DJ127, (called by Tehmuraspj ' was lent to Dr* West
given by Brunei Dhabhar of a MS„ J used by him for his editions 
of PahXavi texts®^
On my behalf my father, Erwad Kavashaw Peshotan 
Anklesaria, vjrote to Dastur Horraagdyar NoshirWan, the great* 
grandson of Dastur Hoshans* Jamasp iXsana of Poona, asking him 
to lend me the.MS. of Dastur Hoshang?s but without success0 
No description of this MSC has been given by any scholar^ and 
it Is not known Whether in fact it still exists in Dastur 
Hormasdyar Noshirwan®s library0
Dastur Peshotan Bahrain Sanjana also possessed a copy of 
Bek s but on the death of his son, Dastur Darab, his library was 
sold, and no one seems to know what has happened to this MSQ 
However, a copy ©f Dd0. probably made from It, was presented
to Dro Martin Havg in 1868 by Dastur Peshotan Sanj ana, and is
3now in the Staatsbibliothek, Munich, numbered M 59, This 
MS o ? referred to here as H, is in two partss HI contains 
Pussian. 1 to 36, § 3=4 (aDd0 Part I. p077, line 3), and H8 
E m p l m  35 to the end0 In his catalogue of the Munich MSB<. 
Bartholomae points out that (a) H2 .agrees most frequently with 
the MSo DF, but cannot be a t'opy of it? (h) HI and 112 are not 
ty the same scribe, nor do they derive from the same original? 
Pursisn 35 and the beginning of Pursisn 36 are to be found in 
both, but several discrepancies occur In the duplicated text, 
and HI usually offers the better readings. I have myself 
examined both parts, and found neither to be of the first 
authority,, As Drc Vie sr. remarked, in a letter published by 
Dr. UnvaXa,^' the text has evidently been much emended0 HP,
lo See Dhabhar, Pah.U_R1 y._pci., tntr. p„X3? Bplat._Mgnus, ?intr0 l~“”* ■**-**«'.  - — •
2, Tehmurasp collated this MS., under the signature H? for 
his edition, see Pd0 Part 1. preface.
30 Sea CM Bartholomaei^Pie ^ ©ndhandschri f ten her K. Hof^und 
staa t sblbl 1 o the k in MO.noiii>,aT”MtechenT"l9T5T pp 




unlike all other '’Indian1' MSSs? has the apparently interesting 
feature that it contains Purelsr 88? 89 and the beginning of 90s 
but in a letter to Dr* West (dated 22nd October? 1882) Tehmurasp 
stated that this part of the MS* had been copied by Dastur 
Peshotan from Tehmurasp3 & own MSc ? T e^  This statement I. have 
been able to verify with the help of a photostat copy of the 
relevant pages of H2 ? obtained through the kindness of the 
librarian of the Staatsbibliothek, The MS * li has no colophon? 
but the paper Is watermarked !”C MILLINGTON 10NP0W 1863rl7
The Mull a Feroz© library (now housed in the KoR. Cama 
Oriental Institutes Bombay) possesses two MSS® o£ Pd0, namely wf?
& (here referred to as F respectively)» P is a
direct copy of T made by Dastur Eruchjl Soralyji Meherji Rana 
In AoYol£fl2s and has at the end a short description of T in 
Gujeratlo With T Itself available to me? I did not need to 
use it« M? written by the same scribe as F? in A-0V01236? is 
a direct copy of a MS*? belonging to Mobed Minocherji Jamaspji 
Wachha,^  (here referred to as W)0 I have collated Pft for my 
edition®
The first Dastur Meherj1 Rana library of Wavsari possesses 
four MSSOJ F17? FIB? F55? & T604 (here called Ml? FI? F55? & R 
respectively)® Ml & FI? like M & F? are copies of T & W 9 made 
In the sarae years? by the same scribe? Dastur Erubhji Sorab;ji 
Meherji Rana, They viera originally his personal copies? and. 
were presented by him or by relatives after his death? to the 
Meherjl Rana library ®' A long description of T? in Gujjerati?
Is given by Dastur Eruchji at the end of FI. FI & Ml (as MR & 
MRl) were used by Brush Dhabhar for his editions of the
lo See intr® p®38.
2, See BoNo Dhabhar? Descriptive Catalogue of .Some MSS * bearing
the. Mulla Feroge Library? Bombay9 1923? pp»4«5s 12=13.
3« Bee"176fd~pT6 7'
4® See B,N0 Dhabhar. Descriptive Catalogue of i$Ll Manuscripts
in ^ the .First„Da stuFMhi?IlSSSiEIJ^j M Z 3 3 W m 1  > “ ^ >mbsyJ 
1923? pp. 11=12, 12=13, 35? 130,
"I
of Many So -and the Pahl._Riv, accompanying . Dd01 but I have 
been able to dispense with both as T and M were available to 
me. The third MS0 ? F55, is incomplete and ends abruptly at 
Pur sisn 5 § 7 (sDd. Fart 1 p.21 line 6)* The fourth MS^ R? 
has not been used by any scholar before? and? as X have colla
it? it is described In detail below. Although written in
PAoY.12142 it is carefully copied and is as good as? and in a 
few Instances even better than, the oldest toiown. MSS0? K & T 0
I® See his Epiat. MlnuM.. intr, pp,X9~2Q$ Pa hi. Rlv. Deb,?
irxtro ppTlSllIT'""
2® See Dhabhar? Catalogue MR*,? poWO.
s m m s .  .JjESCRXPS O H OF THE _ MSS.
(A) g.'te Igaaian MSB.
(1) T1
In 18/0 Tehmurasp seonrsd from Yasel u MS* of M *  (T) * 
together with one of the BanflaMjn (TDX) sa Both MBS had 
'been written la Kirman by the same scribe* (fopatiali Rustem 
BSadar-o When brought to India* T laejted the first 70 folios 
and a miftbs? at the cn$« The Gristing folios* 71-297P written 
17 lines to the page., were numbered on the recto pa gas in 
Persian words* badly written* e.g. ® seven*
, -s eight j s  s i x t y ;  s seventy
etc. 'The missing portions of the taxi were supplied 'by 
Tehmurasp from different MSS* p as noted ‘by him in the margin.
The nsv/ folios were also Written 17 lines to the page. Later 
Tehraumsp renumbered all the pagesp old and newp with a rubber 
stamp., In 'EngI.ish numerals (from 1 - 685) • and gave a number 
to each Tnrellfcu in Persian words* written in blue ink in the 
outer margin„ The inner margin of some folios has been wom» 
eaten* but the text Is intact 0 The handwriting of the old 
folios is uniform* and only one ink (clarkieh-blaek) is used*
The MS,- contains the following six texts:
(a) PaKU RjLy... preceding Dd» (pp„ 1 - 162 line 9; pp.136 ~ 162- 
s folios 7l <=* 82fc ) The first 185 pages have bean supplied as 
follows: ;|>p« 1 - 5?p and pp. 118 -- 185 from BJ1275,
j
pp» 88 - 117 from )>I“4k Folio 71 begins
&
with the words \ C W  corresponding to
Dhabhar* Pabl. Riv. p„ 1?1 line 5* para, 2 .
1, This MS, Is described In Del. Qu.1. Ts'ansl. * intr. pp. 32*
38 Q 36 ~ 38* hO: dt. Bun&TV Dhabhar 0 PaifL
SiL., intr. v  tntk P*. w  - l of^
8 .B.E. „ ¥018, V pp„ xxxlli™ ;ftXli ppe xv;i« xviij West 
Toll, 18 (unpublished* in the library of the Royal Asiatic 
Society0 London) B 0,301,
SD see Dcla G-n;k Transl.« intr. pe32j at. Bund, p.l.
3. see beToi/^PpT36*37- *
U o m  e b e 1 aw * p o, - 35*.
S. wrongly written in T for iC^d W*<D d -see Dhabhar* Pahl. Riv..
p, 171 pa 2 line 3, ~
f» Dd» (folios Sip?. line 9 = X97v. line IS = pPc 162, - S93) . 
This eon talas all 92 Purgiin,, Pursi in kl begins on folio 
IkSv. line Ifes p„3850
(©) Pahl„ Hfv0 following D&. (folios 197 v. line 9 => 20Xv. 
line 9 ^ pp. 393 - feOX).
C'-5 Itlpieto Manns,-, (folios 2GXv0 line 9 •» 236v. line 12 = 
ppoUOl - W ) a There were two loose original folios of Tf 
of which the upper partp together with the folio<=>nu2ribe r is i) y/ctiSj 
destroyed. These I have ident-l:flp4P by comparison with 
Dh&tehm;^  m edition^" ®,s folios 81k and 815. Folios 216 => 331 
were Kiissing and the text (pp.-, has ’been supplied
from Jf.2 It corresponds to Bhubh&sh Epist« IP oh a XX para.11 
*" Bplst. U p  eh«, I parao 15 line h» (pp.kS -.58} Folio Z%B 
ih T he gins with the words?
(©) 8elfiatl.pns of Z@. (folio 236v„ line 12 - 297v* s 'Ppoh^l - 
595p Where the origin©,! folios end) „ There is a colophon on 
folios 282v* line 16 - 28 3r. line l\. (® pp. 565 - 56k) $ before 
the ©hapter on flFmikard°. In it is given ih© name of the 
scribe § Gepaisali Hus tom 0lmdars^  and the place where the MS,
Was writtenp Ktrm&rt* but no date. It should fee borne in mini, 
that, Xr©3jjig$i MSS. have more than on® colophon t$r th© mourn
sc rib©. ^  The origin&l folios end at Z®7 (p„ 595) . !?Po59lp= 6C0.P
though maabered9 are left blank,. The remaining pages 
(602 » 011 line 5) &r© copied from 3P folios 190r. - X92\r.
The oolopjhop of B (see. helwpffl,fffrfg) is also ©croied in T on
ppu611 — 612 0
< f) Ohircta l/J 4“  X ^  ^
begins in the middle at QV VVi If'O
and it® ccrrc^pondinfs Pahl* translation <y? ^
-M3¥^$9
la see his Episto Manul* 9 $$JL9t. I eh. VIII pars,2 - eh« IX 
para* 11 ($^.§7' ~k2)*
So see StehmurWp® a note in Gm^erati on the top margin in T on 
Poty26o
f o ©ee * p. is*
ho see UBS. OK and Tp& in Gt. Bund. 9 pp* xii-pri.
5. See Tahmai^ af.ps Yasna_ ba Hi rang, 0 Bombay 8 1888 9 p*2k7 line 2i|,
bo Bombay, 19%9» p. 297
The text abruptly ends at „ 8
*%.
A W J U ^ i W ^ ^ ^  8 ^ Vw\53JJ *» and the Pahl, translation is up 
to \V^\v WV^Uaj u Afc These pages (6X2 - 63S) were al*s@
supplied fro® B 5 folios 2952* „ - 500v<,
Twj loose folios inserted in T prove & to be long to K,
(see below*, p£jqi -/ffy)0
Of the two copies <. P ami Fl„ made from T P the former does 
not contain the text, of the new folios * Both h&v@ a de scrip-- 
■felon of T at th®. end0 more detailed in Flo
The &pp.roxiimte date of T <aa«. he estatelisfcssd from th® 
following evidencess Tfeef© Is a Bopy in the fSJft, Xaibray^p iiavsarl 
of the Riv0 of Kama Asa IQsamhayetiiL^  written in A.Y. 896,^ Its 
colophon (written in Av^srtan oharaete^ s-)- contains greetings 
from 26 Dastuirs of Iran to the ©asiurs and gehdlno of Xn&isr.
The l7th9 18th and 19th names in the list are D. Yov&dilh Do 
Rtastom,, D„ VshmTi D 0 Rustom9 and D, ValMsnyar D„ Yov&diah^ the 
first and th® last being inserted by a letter hand, 9YovadialiB 
appears to .toe a misreading of Pahl&vi Gopailah, (A copy of 
this RlvaYatp iiiifeh its colophon, ier.itten in A.Y.1Q209 is to be 
found in the- India Off lee Library <, .'London „ A description of 
a Rivayat® with similar oolophoxxp also written in A.Y.896* was 
g$.vstt by T’ehRiafas-p in a letter to DsV l^ egt (9th January* 1892.) 5 
and in replying (l^th Mayc X89S) West- a&idj that 9 another 
documentcopied in the Dar ab Iloramgd.yat s & 1?.ivayat 0 gives the 
name of X>0 Yowclflli Rustom as; b^ ixsg in Hfeur&ss&h in A.Y.880* 7  
.This date is corroborated-by evidence concerning other members 
of Gopatllh* a family*, The colophon of another Rivefrmt® in th©
1U see Tehmurasp j, Ya» ba Hir, n p* 266 line 2,„
So see Dhabhar^ Pahl, Ys7 “and Vist), „ line 15«
8, gee Dhabharp GateJpgue m T  <■ ppT™ll© =* 1200
ho i*a0 Tabari era ^ 896 "(begiiikisig lyitto the death of Yagdegard) <?
Ao Y o 916* Th© original colophon in Passen&j, is ^iven by 
Uw&X&p see his Colophons ^ pjp0 89 =. 90»
S®© R4o„.(j:glo TpanaT.intiu p0 Ohvala* Colophons o
60 S0Q Ddo G-u;h> Tpanel,, ini re ppD hi - h&a 
7. see fbi&oY :lntr0 po®«.0
80 see Dhabharp Gatal ogu.e_ ER  ^0 ppD 120 « 121,
WR« library states that the MS. was written in A.Y.924 by 
Per In Y5vads3h Ru&tom Sand5r ©Iny!?S&bni’&Fdan.1 It was copied 
and completed toy grs^d Ardalir Bharuetot in fo*Y* 936? Perin 
was presumably the son of G-3patslh (although in ffiodorn usage 
this Is a voman0a nam©).8 'the jjylSoBls stated t@ have loaen 
Written In jSirmgm in A0Y0941^/by Maxsspan Faredun Vshrara Rustom 
Blind hr Sahmar&lm D'hyilxa 6 This Mar^pan appears to the <gr©at» 
fsapheW of GepafcSiito» A sen. of Marzpiiw Faredun98 wrofoe the 
Bundahilii MS ,7 TD2* in A*Yo9?^7 In A»Y°1092, in Kirman, a 
great® gr©at«gr©€kt»gra}$dsen of G^pat&Hfr, vis, Vehmurd,8 wrote the 
MS. K4 (Ylstasp Yalt & Yzzim)a Allowing thirty jraars to a 
generation, we way conclude that Gopatll,h flourished between 
hofoSW and 910, and that T yfhs therefore written sometime during 
those yearSo
The characteristics and private mistakes of T s«
Gbpatsah is il hasty and careless scribe (see ®,g6 fols. 
170rB, 180vo, l,88r. $t v„)9 though his haisdtfritins; is 'clear and 
legible5,,® Folo 168 is repeated, and X59v„ is left blank 
because the ink had soaked through from the preceding page* 
Correct words are written above the line after the incorrect ones 
have been delated0 Sometimes an omitted .'Sentence is written 
etthdy in the inner or in the lower nfflargtR. Ce«go foldoSv.))»
A strok© 1© sometimes added a t the end of a line to fill a gap*
end Is Written something like t8P"$ it is often difficult; to
distinguish these strokes from final \ or \\ of the preceding
word, (see fols, 159vQ line 17, 161v. line 12, 165r. line 119
167y» line 4? 170ro line 16). k slanting stJfoRe „ (*), on the
10 It should be !0lahrEisird.an DinyarE% see colophons of Ra K4, 
Td2(Bund)o 
20 !<,<£<, Tabari &ra QB§ & AoY0966.
30 Perin°is not Included in the genealogy of the family given 
by Unvala, see his Cglyghoni, pQ 1910
4. 1 „ <a. Tato^ ri <? r a 941' & A J Y o 961,
50 Sue the colophon givm &sx &t&_ po0 l2So
6 o Sec fit 0.,.._Si^d * , pp o ?U i  “%v ~
7. ioe.o~Tabari~ey8 975 ^ &.Y.995.
8 0 See Unvala, Golouhons0 pp. 123-125 <,
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upper part of the letter, u \ signifies ssl'c Cst.go 3 V*M>J 
Erbuland!8} „ Diacritical marks are mat muck used* nor is the 
redu&clant copula, ”Y', !Sandn„ jj are peculiarly joln.ee?
as -*Hjv3 ? Instead of, as commonly a\33
®tco*5 Soaetiraiss it coAfUbfts the retailor <3*,^* XVX.3) car*
“Yasf ox &eastu^
The f{
, a as® asst
eeiu be '* nf&adiln6’ s»r B\a4./) ■. ,-..." etoO0
'ases a ad. t i n e s  o m it  te d  fxo m  T g-=
notable Individual mistakes
Professor N0L 0 Westergaard acquired the MSo It in Kir-man 
in 1843, and presented it to the University Library, Copanhagaxip 
on September 9th, 1878, a £q& hours before his. deathQ It is 
now housed in the Royal Library, Copenha^on,, It has 181 folios 
C O o  folios 72 ™ 254), the first 71 be 1ft g missing When 
collating the MSC f in Bombay, in 1&6§, I found in it two loos© 
folios, which proved, on careful examination, to belong to K„
They are in fact folios 255 and 256 of JK„ I read & short paper 
on this discovery at th© XXXYth International Congress of
Orientalists* Photostat copies of the folios are appended 
here (see below, pp0 ffp- *?4)a Vfesfcetfgaard -sent K to West to 
examine, and West gave a detailed description of it, and an 
account of its relation to other MSSo, in at letter to Westarga&Td 
dated June 4th, 18?8„ This letter, which is pasted in at the 
beginning of the MSo,* has been reproduced by Dr* IJmrala„^
West collated K with other PBS* in his unpublished volumes 10 
VPo 9 - 346., 13 ppo 262 - 392, 306 = 307 0
The characteristics and private mistakes of It § *=■
In his volume 13 (p®304), West remarks on some peculiarities 
of K not mentioned In his letter to ’jJestefga^rd, as jgbllcmss
“Writing rather hasty^ but very legible, rather will© in 
the early part of MSo, but much closer and smaller towards the 
©nd so as to contain half as much again, on a folio as at th© 
begimaliigo * „»»* „ „ When one itford is Interlined above another, 
it is to he substituted for the lov/or• word, unless thare be a 
st&rk of insertion*® It is often, difficult to distinguish th®
1« A description .of K is found in the following books? (It is 
48«S0) A 0 Chris ton s©n, f^csimlla K3S Parb I, intro pp« 5 * 7? 
s.B.g. TOis. v pp. xiklt ? 1 , m n  ‘vpXS-ini, ««U,
vblo 13 (BAS), ppD 334 « 305? Dci0 part X*
2C see A» Cirri s ten sen, K35 Part L  intr0 pnSc
30 see Unvala, Golopfa&ns<. pp0 147 - 150o
40 and careless, 'see folios 97vc, 112pe9 13¥Vo, 171r0, 198r0 etc*
5„ see folios 17Xr0 line 6 , 199 r0 line 12? 201ro line 9? .
« 14 -
strokes \ or \\ for filling up a line from final \ or [\ ,
■which are generally much sloped baekmrds<> Peculiarities in
writing are \ Y U X k y »  -‘V M S  .©\K» »
~«0^ 3 .r’° >  £*x* O s  0,3 J u V ’’ J "  C W s  etc.'1
The following are points about the MS* not commented gd
'by West9 or by Christenson in his introduction to- the facsimile 
editions
The upper and lower margins of the first few folios are slightly 
torn and a yellow patch, not visible In the facsimile, appears 
on folios 71 - 84r0 It affects almost half the page of the 
first few folios, but gradually becomes smaller and smaller 
and completely disappears after folio ®£>r» There are also some 
peculiar yellow spots on the last two lines of folios X5Xw0 and 
180Vo On folio 95r0 line 9 the word, \, and on its
verso side the initial letters of are torn 3_wafy
and have been written in by West in pencil* Four lines 
(7 - 11) on folio 99v« are left blank because of the ink has 
come through from the previous page* ' The last seven lines of 
folio 139Vo and the first word of folio 14Xi% ar© repeats on 
folio 141 r0 lines 1 =. 7 K^  This was noted by Vtest on the low!&r 
margin of folio 139vQ As there are some black spots on 
folio 179, line 11 Is left blank on both sidsso A few gaps of 
on©, two, four, or ©or© words appear on folios 170vo line 12, 
2X0r„ Sc Vo lines 5 and 6, 220vo line 8? 251r0 line 3, 251Vo 
lines 3, 4, and 5* West has replaced the missing tfords in 
pencil on folios 2X0 and 220o These gaps suggest that It was 
copied from a partially d a m s M S « Three different Inks are 
used in Ks the text is written in the darkish-black, the 
headings in either rod or green (the gr©©n ink is not used for 
Pdo and the Pahl» Riv* accompanying DchK The number of lines 
to the page varies, as Vtest pointed outf the first,40 folios
Xo Folio 140 is missing*
(71 « 119) have 15 lines to the pagewhereas the remaining 136 
(120 « 256) have 17«, A isew text does net begin on a fresh pagos 
and in two Instances one Is even, continued on the same line with 
the preceding texto (see |kK folio 99r„ line 10§ i£nists Manus» 
folio 206r„ line 4) 0 Sometimes Avestan lettersare .substituted 
for Pahlavi one s „ » 0 g <> g3 is writ ten as ^  ^  on folio 193r0
line 170 Proper names are written in mixed Av^sta^Pahlavi 
characters (see folio 197r<> linos 2 « 4),, Very rarelyv Persian 
^equivalents of Pahlavi words are written above the line (see
folio 193f„ lines 39 6), We often find small and larg© circles
(®9 and O) 1 above or belov the linesf these ar©» according to 
West9 the marks of the scribe of B (s©e below? p„ )„
Ling>g jand phi-asesmlssIns from,If °■»
( S * jl ft- 3 S, 4 S" a * /  4 0
1D see We si: vol Q 13 (E&'i't) 9 pD 3G5s tlnvala* Goloplions?
ppc> 149 - 150 c _ = _ = ™
rwlng are some of the notable private 
of K a^a in st other. MS §„8 -
« 17
As already mentioned, the MS0 B, by Erw&d Dhabhsr^
and Tehmurasp^ for their editions of Pahlavi texts, seems now 
losto West also collated this MS0 in his unpublished volumes,4 
and has given a detailed description of it In bis vol0 13, 
ppD 302 « 304, which I reproduce her© because of the close 
relationship between B and £s~
. only com.pl©fee MSc- K®Ca B) (mostly written in
Kirman) lent me by D„ jama&pjt, said to belong to a Mobed In 
Surat,6 but more probably in Bombay., k newly Bvo vol0 contain^ 
ing 218 folios of MS0 in several handwritings? the oldest being 
only a fragnent of 28 folios Nos0 11 «■ 32 and 34 - 39° the next 
oldest9 written by Marzpah Fareduh Vahx®& Rustam in the loud of 
Kirman in AoY«9419^  to supply the deficiencies In the preceding9 
constitutes the bulk of the text, being folios 1 « 10? . 3.3?
3U For a brief description of this 11S» see PcL part 1, preface? 
Bhabhar, Pahlc RlvB«, intr0 pe 12j Bn 1 st « Mfmul0 „ "intr 0 
ppo 18 => 195 West, volo 13 (RAS)? pp0 302 •» 304? Dd0 Gulo 
intro m o  37 - 38s 41 - 42?" S0B.Eo Vols. Vf'
ppo xxxili9 xlix? 'XVIIIs pp0 xvi®xvli.
20 Enisfeo Klamilo and Pahlo Riv»
3° Bd.c nart 1 ,
4q see his VoXs* (RAS) ? 10, ppD 9 « 246? 13, pp0 306 « 340? 14,
.pPo 200 - 301, 306 - 340.
So By K West means BK, here narecl B0 Mast has also named it B
elsewhere, Cse©, ®0%0 his letter to Westeffaard pasted in K)» 
6 o Surat is a roist&Ke for Bulsar, see Dhabhar, Pahlo Riy0c, Intr„ 
p012, intr» p019? s^prifici<,"
1Q ioe0 *Fabrl era §41 © A0Y 0 9610
40 =. ? 0 5 73§ 82 ~ S9s 9 15 95S 9 6 5 100 ~ 121 ?
130 - 133? 134 » 180? 192;' 193; 200?^ -which contains the
colophon, followed by 8 fols*, in apparently the same hand, 
containing the' Visperad with Pahlavi (Karda) I, 13 - XX, 2 Sp0 
and numbered 293 - 300, altogether 193 folios? to supply the
deficiencies in the old MS-05 many folios of whiter paper, lately
written, have been interpolated; these new folios are 3 between 
70 & 73; ? between 73 & 78; 6 between 78 & 82; 2 between
89 & 91; 6 between 91 & 95; 6 between 96 & 100; 18 between
121 & 130; 2 between 133 & 134; 1 attached to 151; altogether
51 new folios, which are not numbered* - The folios are Indian 
paper 9-g-‘* high :;c 6#tc wide, and the old paper is highly glased 
and its writing very small and close0 The 28 oldest folios 
are generally ritton 17 lines to the page, but v&ffy from 16 to 
2G0 The 139 less old folios are very variably written from 17 
to 30 lines to the page* The new folios are written 15 to 17 
lines to the page* fols* 1 to 9 are numbered so In Perso 
ciphers (2 & 6 not being marked); fol* 10 is also ciphered 8; 
folSo IX to 13 are also numbered In Pars* words nine to eleven; 
fols0 14 to 39 are numbered only with Per so words from twelve 
to thirty-seven; fols* 40 to 63 are numbered 38 « 61 in Pers* 
ciphers; 64 Is also numbered 61; and the numbers continue to- 
be three less than the actual number of folios os'far as 102, 
which is numbered 99, and 103 Is numbered 101, whence the 
ciphers continue to be two less thaa the real number to the end0 
The peculiarity of the oldest writing is the use of peculiarly 
formed (2) Pahlavi ciphers y-vi”? the orthography
? anc~ ^infrequent use of the optional final \ 0 
The less old writing uses y jjj ?
and uses final \ very freely* Although this MS* is said to be 
complete. It evidently has lost fols* 181 ■=■ 3.91 and 194 ■= 199* 
Folio la has the following in largish Avesta letters, 10 lines
!o There is a slight mistake in the numbering by West* It should 
be "134 to 1.78V* and 190 == 192v0, which contains tho colophcaih 
(see West, Vols, 10 (HAS) pp„ 165 - 246, 13(RjVS), pp„ 306 
340* . See, also 0! ppfJ 602 •=, 635*
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to § pasj0 o Khnshnaothra ahurahe maSdao ashem vohub ,
■4
Yathao ahu vairyo =.«Q D „o<, u * „ D vastarera vfravaran©c -
In Which f and u are alike5 and ao is used for ju 
Writer I\To0 2 (Marspan) occasionally writes a word in Persian 
letters when he has little space left at the ©nd of a line* <=
The owner of the volume labels it in Persians 8Kttib =■ ID in 
Did!stans yane hukmaha -i din =1 bah = 1 Mazdayasrian sinah 
is written above the word °sinah®5 Yagclajardi nuh^ sati u chlhal 
u -yakfl « 304: Cwritten in Guj „ ciphers) - D c Jama grp ji states that 
the. text on the new folios was copied from his MSD DJ1279 se©
Po 1620«6(1
Relationship between B and R s- 
There are ?hany small and large circles (0, 0) below and
iTt,
above the words^Kl, of which VJest remarks? tpSmall circles (0)
Interlined9 often below or above a word of which, a copyist has
been doubtful (in lighter ink than text) but also often over
words at which a copyist has left off copying and then generally
larger<, thus 0? this happens 32 times over the last word of
some page In K(s B)^s which confirms the idea that K was copied
from U (s K)|3 these 32 times are the last words in foi0 1319
1349 1359 1379 1409 141* 1429 143, 144, 3,45, 146s 1489 149, 151,
152? 154s 156* 1579 1599 161, 162, 163, 165, 167, 168, 169a,
and 140, 141, 145149, 153, 165b«, in K (* B)*" (West, VoU13
CRAS)9 p» 305)0
In his letter to Westergaard, West gave all the important 
points proving that B 18 is not only descended from W ( s Iv)9 but 
in all probability copied directly froa* W 0,B These have been
L  see folios 199re line 10, 200r«, line 139 201ro line 169 
239v0 line 8 0
2o West uses three signatures for the MS« B vlz0 B, K, and BK9 
se e a hove 9 p „ f *? % . S'°
30 West has collated K as W 5 1 use this letter as an abbrev­
iation for Mobed Wacchatts MSa Csea above, pDJ" )D
published by Dr. Unvala,,^ West i n d i c a t e d ,  however, one small 
piece of evidence against this assumptions MThv only omission 
in W C“ lO * whose supplying by K( § Bl cannot be explained, is 
in vol. 10 p. 1(54, 4:»S visgo |CoVh3 _£<U3 «
The sentence in question 
occurs in t h e  Pa hi 0 R I  v a fol 1 owl nw P cL  » 1 h a v e  checked it in
Dhabhar115 edition of this text, and there the learned editor 
remarks that the sentence is written in the imargin of B .^  It 
seems likely, therefore, t h a t  it was a later addition t o  B from 
some other MS.. This disposes of the on© piece, of negative 
evidence, and wa may, therefore, safely conclude with V te s t that 
B was a direct copy of K„
As West states, B has a colophon on folio 200, giving th ©  
name of the scribe, th© place and cl;.\te„ A copy of t h i s  colophon, 
m ade  b y  West, is p a s te d  i n  a t  t h e  b e g i n n i n g  of In A photostat 
copy of ibis, kindly supplied by the Librarian of the Royal 
Library, C o p e n h a g e n ,  Is appended h s r e  w i t h  t r a n s c r i p t i o n  and 
translation, see below, pp.f^fS'-Wo The end of this colophon 
is lost, since a number of folios are missing at this p o i n t 0 
Th© end of K i s  also defective, and the MS. has no c o lo p h o n 0 It 
was therefore possible, as West pointed out9^ that the colophon 
i n  B u^ is in fact that of Ks- copied from if by th ©  scribe of B0 
As West sayss fEA colophon that extends1 t o  the €nd of the last 
folio of a manuscript can never be safely assumed to belong to
that manuscript, because it May hstve been followed! by others on
further folios.^ In his edition of Christensen adopted 
tentatively \?fe.stQs hypothesis that the colophon in B belonged to
c
Ko5* ■ Against this hypothesis ehn be se.f the evidence of hand= 
writingo The scribe mentioned in the colophon Is Mar span Faredii%
lo see his Colophons. pp& 14S - 150.
20 see his edition* p« 205s n.L
30 see his volo 13CBAS)e p0 305.
4. see SoBoB^^ vol. 18, pnxv9 ji„1 j cfo similar remarks by West 
in S^BoE^, xfol05? poxllx; Unvsla? Coloahonsn pp014? - 1480
5. A„ Christensen, facsimil e 0 5 'oart^I^ £5tr7 p„6 0
g’re«i.t=*aeph©w of Gops-itiaho Mar?,pan wrote other i\1SS o © and
1 p 3
Behpanigoa?©“ compared two of these9 namely 1M and DH/ with
B 9 and came to the 'Conclusion that all three had been written
by the same scribeo This suggests that the colophon is proper
kto Bo K was not accessible to Behramgora. in 1908« v IM and 
DM have not been available to and B is apparently lost;
but I was able to compare the facsimile, edition of a part of 
DPI with the facsimile edition ©f K© and came to the conclusion 
that the has&vjpi tings of the two are very different* It
seemstherefor©e that Behramgor©9s conclusion must be regarded 
as correctP and that it is the copy B Which was Written by 
Mar:sp!n in A<*f* As Behpamgore has pointed out© Merspan
as a scribe was more painstaking and accurate than his great- 
uncle GopatilSi© with a handwriting as neat and legible as his*
The evidence Is set out below© pp* 3g'-3f © to show that th© 
two Iranian MSSo © T- and E© are Independent copies derived from 
a common ancestor or sub-archetype*
(B) The_lndiaa MSB *
(U)_R»
The WSo R {12o3,e x So3" x 1*U") was presented, by 
Dru Jivanji Jamshed^I Modi to the fi1Ro Library© $avgarl> and is
9
described by Brwad Dhabhar In his catalogue of the Library* 
Its 8 folios are not numbered^ folios 9 - 100 are numbered in 
Persian numerals on the verso instead ©f recto* The middle
1* see CHo Bundca poxviiio
2o Iranian M§U of Vd» © oee Hoshang Jamasp© Fd* velol© intr*
ppo xxlv «=* S££3dU
3o Iranian MS* of Bua&»B and other 3>ahlo tests© see- Qt» Buadoo 
pp* is ~ xil®
4* ibidc, p<> xwill*
3o I do ‘not know whether the MSS® IM and DH are still preserved 
In the libaary of IB Homazdyar Ik Noshlrwan© the great« 
grandson of D* Hoshang Jamasp* tUhu.- A A 
6* D* Kaikobftd Adarbad D* WoshiyWann Zend -1 Vohumap Yashto
Bombay© 3.899*
7* Tabari era 941 s A«Yo 961°
B@e Qt* Bund* o p« xvii 
9o see his Catalogue MRov p« 130*
part of1 the firat folio is damaged and blackened* hut has been
later restored® The paper of the first 180 folioss written 1? 
lines to the page9 is sky-blue with the water-mark* "AoPa't
The remaining folios are of white paper, with a different water=>
mark* MGIQR MAGKAN1”. iSrivad Dhahhar refers to a rateremark9
•3AL MASSO*' s which 1 v/as unable to find® A fresh set of numbers&
in Arabic niMH^ala v was evidently given to th© new folios 9
following 180sj which were written 19 lines to the page,? but th©
first 8 of these are missing• Folios ih9 19? and 16 have been
left unnumbered; Xifvx0 15**® and ?a are blank; folios 17 ■» 32
are also imnumberedo Th© numbering goes up to Qhs th© last
phrase being -A5YMM \\3 \ \C%;3C^J3J J4 jj o corresponding
to DhaMm'r9 s edition of Pahlg Riy? p« 1£j7 life© 10 (paras ® 38' and
39'j)o The handwriting of the®© folios is not as bold as that of
th© early ones and appears to be that of a different scribe o ^
There follow finally 18 unnumbered folios9 also written 19 lines
to the page? in an entirely different hand®
Th© MS* contains the following textss-
(a) Dd® fl Pupsisn 1 - 88 and 90 « 92P folios 9 « 1S9, Folios
1299 180g and 151 are left blank to show that the latter part
of Fursiia 88* the entire Pureiin 89 and the begimirug of
Pur M i n  90 are missing? the same part of the text is missing
in M and D also® exactly at the same points as in R 9 viz* from
■6 V^S* ^Am.) k  4 |B t’° \ W U 4  Yfv\7 \\<U ^
(corresponding in our edition to pQ i^ fQ line 1} =» po/^fline (j'f )c 
In R a part of PurgjJn 90 9 £t*om \ \\j^ '|'&¥v-s to
—HlCfUg5J' (corresponding in eur edition, to
p« [J& line § « p0ff‘7 ’line S “ ) is repeated ©n the first blank 
page (folio 129r0) in a slightly different handj but after 
0 on folio X89p» „ (see our edition pt, line S* ) 9
A
there are three extra words*
Xo Srwad Dhabhar has not mentioned this faofc in M s  description* 
sea ibidoo p0 1300
which are not found on folio I32r„ of R ? nor in any other MS* 
used for our edition*. and Which appear to 'be- a -private addition 
of th© scribe8So At the end of paW* on folio 13®yos we find a 
short colophon9 in Persian* which states^
//
F******** IStt ^  9 cS^ B ^  ■=*** J *"» *
O '  Jf a y  M. "  ^
There is something written In Persian after- the colophon* in 
the lower and outer margins* Which is Illegible* because the 
ink is blurredo
(b) Pa hi, H:t¥, ,followlng jido (folios 139va - X44rJ
(c) Splato fifnuJo begins on folio 144Vo, and the ‘beset breass off 
abruptly in th© middle at QlS \C§3t6VJ
on folio 176'7\ * corresponding to Dbabhor5 s edition* Jjgpist, IX 
eho VI para, 2,* p0 79 line 3° A short colophon* written tn 
incorrect Persian* appears at the end* viz.
y ^  ajsy-^cs-3, aV4- JJlJ' *J~'* **- .12$& ’ \J*'
A
t) «
Above the Word eJW-^ * a- figure is given In Arable numerals* 
as in the previous colophon* but It Is illegible* the ink being 
blurredo The month* Dai* is the same in both the colophons* 
but there is a gap of ssvtsn days between the two, It is 
probable* therefore* that the second colophon was written In the 
'same y®&r as the 'first* vis. A.Toll8?c
Cd) Selections of Zs. begins In the' middle at b^<S:
\\QJJJ on folio 178Vo * corresponding to West's edition*^ ch, IX
,4 JL yt
pa?a* 11 ? and ftreaVts off abruptly on folio 180ro at ■
corresponding to Vest's edit Ton* 
ch» IX para, 22, p0 Ixxxiv,
1 , ^V’V^  is written above ,
, - : ., _.... .... .. ,,. - . _.-i„---,r._ _   1 s
in honour of the; late Dasturt Peshotan Bo Suniena 9 Appendix 
II* ppD ‘Illii to Ixxriv, 8 Wftbi y, '’"Bycu.ll a I 19047'
3o SiCo for ~*s -
d 4
\ \ul C W  ' 
Ce) fiahl, R i y p r ^ e e d 0, begins -^ u
Ccarrespending to Phabhar9 s edition, ch., X.Fp&ra0 14, pe 42),
IKt the fend of the Pablo Rtvoa wa .find the first three lines of 
£&a.* wp to \\^ \45u4i ? corresponding to
Yehmiirasp8 s edition, part 1 p„ 1 line 30
4 colophon, written in the hand of the last rmnmibered 
f o11, o sv f ol 1 ovijs Q C ter 9 on the next line,, It
is in poor Pahlavi, and so badly written th-i Erwad Shabbar 
could not. decipher all the proper narses in it«^ The names of 
'the scribe9s father and grandfather, Sail pur and Faredun, and of 
the place, Surat, are, hovever, legible<> In Dip Unvala8-s book 
on Golouhons is to be found a colophon of a SMS, of Nlranjis 
namtly M S3 of the Siaafcsbibliothek, Munich,2 written in A»Y»11671 
where the scribe® s name is given as Sahpu? f'-grldtm Manak, of 
SuratD On folio X43r0 of the same MS0 there is another colophons 
this tine in Persian* The ciay and the month UTe the same in 
both colophons, namely Din and Shan respectively, but in. the letter 
the year 1=3 given .as A. oY. 1177 .4 The scribe of the Persian
colophon in addition to the names in the first colophon,
that of his grsafc«-$rand£aiher, Horoji, and his owa 9laqab9 Tstti 
)D V&th th© help of thi.? It is possible to 
read the names in the colophon of H a® 9Jamsuji (?) S&hpur Forfidisn 
Mar.pk;)!. resident of Surat,0 It 1$ Also stated in the
colophon thaV the MS. for D. Jewsed Bur;]or Ku.1 Kius
BbijfJ Jo; >sed om the Behram of the irnonth Fravardlj's, In the
3'®%T The year is Written In the outer mesr^ fn in a
raisciwe of P-Bhlayl wards’ and numeralss 19s. J  ^
lo see his Catalogue  ^ MR, p„ 1300
2o see Bartliblomae, tfie Zend hand sch r If ten der ICD Hof- und
S t a n t sbibl lot hot: in^ fllng hen ^ MfSnch© n ^ W T b ^  pTTOTT also 
TJnvoXa,’ Colophons, ppll54 » 65„'
30 H° 1a;?. Persian numerals is written above the Pahlavi numeral j-35
40 Unvala remarks that cthe year ought to bo WMV, as *-n the 
PahX. colophon M° is placed over * Cse© his Colophonso 
,p« 65 nc3J
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and the date written in the text, V W W ' ^ J d  \js3j 
\ W < 0  , has been deleted* A photostat copy of the colophon, 
with transcription, translation and notes is appended her© (se© 
below, pp o if!-2 ,0 1)
The characteristics and private mi stakes of R s- 
From th© dates mentioned in the first and the last colophons, 
and from th© different hands, it appears that R was written by 
more than one scribe over a period of 23 years (iUXollB? 1214) 0 
It Is probable that all its scribes were members of the family 
of “Tatti8* In the tradition of Iranian Pahlavi MSS*, ve find 
tEsIE written as-H^ and not as ^  s as in Indian MSS*1 JL3 and 
X) are joined, not as "Hjc* ? as in K and T, but in the normal 
way e. g o * \YSJ etc, Th© text of Dda. completed
in AoYollS?, seems to have been copied by a careful scribe, for 
there are a very few private mistakes or phrases or lines missing. 
Although three Pursisn are lacking in it, K, in places, is mors 
reliable than th© oldest existing MSS 0 5 T and K 0 It is to b© 
regretted that this MS. has not been used by any previous editor 
of Pahlavi texts*
The following are some of the notable private mistakes 
of R a ga in s t o the r MSS.sb
(  S^e-
4 c
1 . Cf„ th© last line of the Pahl*. text of Pd0 before the final 
colophon, appended below, p« *
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The following are the •phrases and lines missing from R §«
S~zjl . £f- 0 frsyuL )
27/ -
C5) J k
iV detailed description of M (1209{l x 7!E x oS55)5 preserved 
In the Mull a Ferose Library? Bombay9 is given by Brwad T)habhar0^  
Its pages Cl « 455) v written 15 lines to the page? are numbered 
on both sides in Arabic numerals,, It contains the following 
texts?
Ca) Pahl0 Hlv0 preceding Pdo Cpp® 1 «- 102) ? beginning from the 
same point as in R«
Cb) Dd0 Cpp0 102 ® 370)„ The three Pnrslsn are missing here 
at the same points as in B c On p„ 354s where the break occurs? 
the scribe D c Eruchjt Sorab^i Meherjlranas has written in Persian 
as fol
AJ*1^  s' s jlZ
Pahi„ RiVo following D dL Cpp« 370 - 380)„
Bpisto Mfnus^ (pp® 380 •=■ 451) „ This also is left Incomplete 
exactly at the sam© point as in R 0
Co)' Selections of Zs0 Cpp= 452 ® 455)n This begins exactly at 
same point as In R g and breaks off abruptly at the same point as 
in Ro A ‘colophon in Persian^ on p0 455v states that M was copied 
by Do Bruch;] 1 Sorabji Meherjirana for the MF0 Librarys at th© 
request of Mr. K 0R 0 Gama,, from a 1480 (undated and without the
10 see Dhabhar? Catalogue MFo pp0
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serife©9s name) belonging to JSrwad Mlnoeherji Do Jamaspjl Waehha0 
and that It was completed on the day Pepmehr, and the month9 
Mihr3 A-.oYol2360 1 sought for the original MS* of Erwad Waehha
Chore referred to as W )9 but without success„
The, chargeteri s11 cg...and^ prj^ vat.8,_Ki.lstai^ s__o£LJl* °
The Indian tradition of writing -HJCI) as -H3is followed 
In Ms at times confusingly (e^g* -MaC^XUican be Etastlh5C or 
!«stast?) o Th© handwriting of D„ Eruchji Is admirable in its 
uniformity and neatness and looks like print* It is perhaps 
not out of place to say a few words about this scholar* He was 
the custodian of the W o  Library,*^ * and between k0Y*122G and 
1260 he copied mors than 100 MSS* in different languages* It 
was his habit to make two copies of each MS00 ill his personal 
copies ar© preserved to-day in the M U  Library in Navsario 
broad Dhabhar spoke of him as a fwell-read scholar and a careful 
copyist® </■* He also composed poems9 in Persian, in praise or to 
the memory of eminent ParsesUnfortunately, he lost his 
eye-sight in the last years of his life* Like D„ Manuscihr, 
he was an authority on religious matters, and all th© answers 
given by him, at different times, on Z.oroastrian religion and 
rituals are published, in Gujarati9 as his Purses and Pasoxw ,0
L%.®
QL,M^3Mlm:L^kM2zJL§3,^»«
lo see Mo. So d m ^ a l s  *922, 
infer 0 pQ 54a
20 se© his In tro  pd9? Hahl^Jill^? Infer* u«13o
3o Goga K»8Sa F 55, F 81, S 63, see Dha'bhar, G at a 1o£U8_ ME ? pp* 35, 
45, 90* ^
The toiJAMliin: are the phrases a:ocj lines missino:
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(6) P.
The MS„ Df in possession of Mrs0 B.T. Aihklesaria* was 
"bought "by Te!imixsas;p from the late Dhanji'blioi Framji Patel®s 
library'Sehrearngore states that it was held to have been 
Written 'by Tehmor&sp* a ©ontemporaryp D„ Jain^gdii P©sjotanii of 
Bui ears,"' who also owned Ba TIi© paper is of European make? 
and has the water-markj WJ, WHATMAB 3 M h 9 n * T h e  folios $ 
written 19 lines to the pagep are numbered in Gujerati ciphers^
%n the same ink a® the text9 on the verso instead of* recto page,, 
Sometimes therb is a mistake in the nunihering,, e* go after 96 
We find 99s> after 80 we Jimrs 83 0 In some oases th® same I
1 0 see DcU Part 1 B preface *
2 o ibidj;, pre.'fa© e«
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er1 :1s rep Gated 9 g0 73 9 lh9 105 and 106 <, The Pursi In
are numbered in Persian words* e«.g« jyi^f or y ^ yffi
followed by the Pahlavi ordinals in figures 3
b}fLy** °
The ftg % „ cent ai ns; «=
(&) Ddn (l - 119v. line 115) Pure!sn hi begins on f oX, 
line 10o The three PuraiIn are trussing- exactly at. the same 
point as in R and IVL
(b) Pal2l0._..R:Lv0 following DdP (folios 119v« line 16 - X2Sv<> 
line 1 7 ) Before the beginning of the text* vie. find thre© 
wordsp £f^'J * not to be-, found in
any other M.S„ used "by me* and apparently a private addition by 
the scribe of D„
(o) gj?ist„ M anuj§0 begins on .folio 122v. line 1? and breaks off
abruptly at tlie same point as in R and M on folio 3iK)Vo line SK 
jpah.1L RiVo nrao0di:o.p Pdo_ and the Selections of Zs* are omitted* 
There is only one colophon* without any date in Persian^ it 
begins on folio 150v„ line 10 and runs as follwss-
, A  - > , u l * -  > \> i.g, > «-> ^  b
&  « -*■** W *
Th© characteristics and private mlstahes of D 
The important feature of this MS. is that $ transliteration 
in the traditional manner., and a ^ord-for^word translation in 
Persian* are given above and below the Pahl&vl text respect® 
iveiy as followss j.
iJf* y $ (XT® ^ Transitteration
|! fTb \jl3 *|€J Pahlavi Text
$ <^r> T p sums 1 at i on
\
Sometimes the translation is inoorrect, e0g* -aaJ is 
translated "by 1^  instead of * \A5JJ ( jDYH) is rendered
r&*' J. 0 X &
by an apparently meaningless word /4 &***** % $ Important or
obscure words are sometimes neither read nor translated0
® r pL o 'a t 3 \ y ;
same word is translated differently at different places, 
e»g« (m t i s ) is translated by or \st
the common Fahlavi word* (MWBsl) n is tfroni
divided into three separate words vis* (PPM) ^ \t€j (MBtg)
' * 'knxiisn) is also divided i:"* >,. u.j*%a j 3 ^ \S y
words Vis* „sy \§ (ELf) *
,igt) appears as \\ ■ t) aiSiSHI/ * - . « « = » « , .
Th© m . ie very carelessly written in places* e ^ g p *  ^-^Xine li,0 
p» tyh lines 3 and//-* p» felines I? and (?y Its scribe appears 
to have been hasty and careless* and the following sentences or 
phrases are missings-
mistakes
It mast toe said* before the private mistakes of D are 
mentioaedo that this differs in many places fpom the others
usecic, sue! that at thms its private mistakes appear to be 
conjectural emendations of the scribeQsp many of iVhieh seem 
well^roimdedo Where those conjectures have beera adopted* they 
have been marked in the apparatus as eorre. and
attributed to ito
-  3h -
The common ancestor of RP M 0 and D»
In the MSS * H and M s the Pah It, Rlv* preceding D&a and the 
Selections of is* begin in the middle and break off in the 
middle at exactly the same points» In D both texts are 
entirely omitted* The three Pursl§n of D<3U are omitted,, andtrass*r.'Jgccgttjaffjrr.wrteSCT k-.-li "
the Episto ManuSo breaks off abruptly at the same points is R 9
My and Do Thee© facts, and the additional evidence of a
textual relationship between these IftSSe as against the A1SS* T
and K (see be low 9 pp 4* ^J^show that R 5 SS* and D were copied
from a single mastex^copy or @ub*=archetyp@<.
On the evidence of the three missing Parsing Tehmurnsp
and West agreed In thinking that all the Indian MS§» ot |)gu
must be descended from a single defective original P arid in a
letter to Wests, dated 2?th October* 1882* Tehmurasp suggested
that this original might be a MS* which he had borrowed 8It- to
S  years ag© from a Persian Mobe& MamdSr^8 Of this flflS* he says?
SS1 found it in a very wretched state« The portions at the
beginning and end5 which were lost in it9 I got added from my
own MSc p  and have sent it ‘back nicely bound to Persia« a 0 E 0 0 I
think this was th® first BSd of BeU brought from Persia to
India and that from th© same W3S« the Dasturs her© have got
theirs copied* For not only are the beginnings and the end
of. these MSS* similar to those of this third Persian MS * g but
because a large part of the Pursesh 88 *»*»• * the whole, of th©
89 Burseeh and th© 1st half of the 90th Pursesh s, which were lost
la this o * oMBo 9 are not to fee found in any of the 'MSS* of th©
1Dasturs here**.".' Tehmurasp does not gay when the W o  was
brought to Indias> or anything more about It* but it seems* 
likely that its owner, Jflobed Wamdarp was one of the many 
Persian priests Who came t© serve in th© Dadyset Agiary in
10 see Dtl., Gu.1« Trans 1«,> intro p* 38-
Forts Bombay* with whom Tehmurasp was In conetaxit touch in 
order to obtain manuscripts» Whether the MS* (hereafter
referred to as l) still exists# Is not known» I hav© » &
several attempts* by letter* to tracd It In Persia* but without
success® A part of the text of 3M* 0 found In T* was copied by
Tehmurasp from IfZ and • Tehmurasp ale© supplied West with M s  A
collation of B for the Epist® Manui._.„ and this was used by West
in his unpublished vole. 10* (BAB)3'
West himself* writing ih 1882 * suggested that the original
of the Indian MSS* might be 8an old* undated codex brought to
Bombay from Persia about 63 years ag© and recently in the library
* $of Mr* Dhanjlbiiol Fromji Patel*9 West knew of this MS* only 
fey report*£ and It seems likely that there was same confusion 
in the account which reached him* Th© only MS* of Sd® known 
to have been in possession of Mr* Patel is that referred'to here 
as 1U which was bought from him by Tehmureeo for his edition of 
Pda" ^  N and D were therefore both for a time entrusted to 
Tehmuragp« D Itself is* however* held to fe© copied by an- 
Indian Daeturs.and its folios are numb@red0 In th© same ink as 
th© text^ in Qujerati ciphers* It cannot* therefore* fee 
regarded as-a Persian MS^g Tehmuraspvs assumption seemss 
therefore 9 the only tenable one s and we have accordingly taken 
iteas the sub^archetype from which the Indian HlSSo* B P M* and 
D# were copied*
2 . see IbJQU® 'I®p pD xvli®
5® s©e fer» Ir» Phil. P II p* 102 - 1031 West here makes a slight
mistake in saying that Tehmurasp received H direct -from •
'Persia in 1877® It is essential to Tehmurasp*8 hypothesis 
that th© MB* should. In fact have been In India for a number 
of years before he himself borrowed it*
4® b©@ Deb. Part l6 preface®
£ ? Behranigare has mad© a similar remark via* s "The Indian.
. manuscripts of the 3'0atastJ.n In th© libraries of Dasturs 
Jamaspji *«« * * * & H©§ang gl «* * *. * and pefetanji * * * * * * * which 
seem to have be©n copied from Mobad Mamdar B@hr@mes Iranian 
MS*" see 9Dd* Pctf&iSn 909 Djnshaw J® Irani'Mem* vol*«
P* 232* ^ " ; •
2,o West rem arks t h a t  uth a  c o l l a t io n  in  tola© in k  toy Tsbsturasp from  a MS0 0
ia@w in  Yesdg, to e lo ag in g  t© Motoecl Karadar<>9 (se© h is  v o l01 0 (3ElAS) 9t p 9 X7/3®
Th© MS. DJ 12? has not 'been available to me for this 
edition| but since there appears to be a likelihood that this
M8 <. is no longer in s&f ©“keeping,? i take th© opportunity of
1appending her© West’s unpublished description of its
?tD* Jamasp^JX’s fe©^ t MS. of D&. DJ 12? - 20? folios of 
Indian foolscap 8iS high x 5 3/UP Wide written small and, closely 
generally from-20 to 2k lines to th© pa.g© 0 ■ The first 11 folios 
written (less neatly than th© rest) by P« Jamaspji himself to 
supply a loss of 8 folios at th© beginning of th© original MS.s 
this is said to be th© beginning (e©ramen<eing on the b pag@ of* 
first folio with «!• *l\0 N©o 12?) at th© tops ®n a
page is written in Persian Mtalb” 1 Bin DUdistin van! Imlanha^ 
f dfn^i bali^  i Magdayastiin) but there is' still something wanting 
(s@© pD 293 ■=* 301) t© connect it with the text which follows in
the original neater handwritiBg£with the foil© awfeered 9 in 
Persian cipher* =» On folio 63b» the first book (see copy in 
this vox* po 200 « 292) ends and the second commencesp this 
latter is eosisi&eredl the original arerfc (see copy i& vol. 10„ 
p0 9 •= 108)* Police 81 <=* 82 are written widerp only 12 - Ik 
lines to the pag©,> Between folios 101 and 102 five unnumbered 
folios an© inserted in the original hand bat written wider*,
Ik «=* 20 lines to the pag©« evidently to supply tm. omission*
This second book seems to contain 90 owS2 questions and answers9 
anti ends on folio l60b»v where a third part (see vole. 10?po l6l) 
commences and is continued by original writer to folio l??bo 
(see toL 10 9 p* 180) wh©r© he leave© off with the date Aol^llSS^ 
and another writer continues (nearly in th© same hand) to th© 
end ©11 the folio X9?bc (see vol* 10p po 20l».) which he finished 
in A.Y.1210; the writer sss^s to be the s&m® namely*
1® soe h is  vo l* 13 (BAS) fl pp0 152 =• 153»
-  31 “
a
Do JassBhe&o" Tha fflSo end® with, two more folios of extracts 
from tin© Pahlavi Rtv&yat* The ttee® booxs consist respectively
of 669 10?j and 3S folios*. Th® following is th© Persian 
colophon o f second v /r ite r*  w r itte n  on foil® 197b*s tamat tamam
shod ba-»ros«- i  mub^rak SrSsh baHti§th» i  KhugaBtafc Axnard&d 
b®=>gafe~ 1 R a fitan  siiiah 1210 ^s&a^ardi *? b&yad dfialat k ih  i n
kittlb awwal ba-rog^ i Rasim. ba«&&\h== i IQmr&ad ealafe flIgda^ardi
(corrected to b&d by West above the line) tamam num&d ba^tarlkh 
m p k a r 3 mall to- 1 in fcit&b kamtartn niv£sandah» i aervad Jainsh'ecl
^ V / # t / / e J r f
bin dastur bEdal;]! ibn dastur Bahrainji «Tamshbdji Ja^aepJi Aeaji
/ * * A J ' A '
Farcdun;}! sakin kasbah» 1 filavsari bah bandar Jllta'trarah Mumbai 
tahrir saft (,smf! written above ,!@,5)0'9
1 * This is a mifita&e for $rwad (see the colophon at th© ©nd 
of this description and Dhabharp Pahl» R l w fi intro p 0 13 y
Epist o Mmmi P n Intr* p* 19)» Erwad Dhabliar has giv@n a 
s im ila r  but short descrip tion  of the M3bD which h© used 
for his editions of thes© Pahlo texts» He called it
oj o
TOtg_£elationsh^ of the MSS.
The MSS* of pcio.. fall into two families0  here named P and 
of which the former represents the Iranian? the latter the 
Indian tradi ti on»
(a) Family.j_., *
This family is represented by the MSS* K? B? F? and PI*
Of* these B? F ? and FI need not "be considered here*, because the:/ 
are copies of the existing MSB* K and T« K and T are mutually 
independent copies? at an unknown number of stages? of a lost 
MS0£, here named p » That they are independent is proved by 
the presence of the following deviations of one from the others-
(l) Individual mistakes of K against T? proving 
that T was not copied from E „
It. All the individual mistakes of p M9 nv> m<5© r.™
written on the left-hand side“ art ° alwa^s
lor-ms on the right-hand sid@0 ' -~*-U correct corresponding
(2) Individual mistakes of T against K & proving that
1C was not copied from fo
Ohara is sa Pag©/lins f K
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Cfe) Family Xf0
This family is represented by the MSB® R & M 0 I)0 WP and
Mla and also by a number of MSB. not used for this edition9
i.e. BH p ji 9 ci 2 p ,;I and Dastur PesliotaBes MS* lot all these
other MSSo were available to me to examine9 but fortunately it 
seems unlikely that any of them would have afforded additional 
evidence of value. The whole group evidently derives from the 
missing Persian MS* I» The text of H can be constructed with 
a high degree of assurance from M0 and D & which are copies 
independent of each other9 as can fee established on the evidence 
set out in sections (5)$ (h)9 and (5) below* Of these three 
MSSo 9 R and M are derived from a sub-'-siib“archetype9 ¥ 0 as uiiown 
in section. (6)9 R directly and M indirectly through an inter­
vening MSo called W (see aboveB pc S’ )p from which there has
ales© been made another sopyc Ml.
(5) Individual mistakes of R against M and B jointlyB
proving that neither M nor B was copied from So
M isaiiig*
Individual mistakes of M against B and R JointlyB
P u rs is a  PagB/^AB®
(5) Individual mistakes of X) against R and M Jointly
jtoaian Pa.;
c3’ I f.8 ™
(6) Common mistakes of R and Wi Jointly against Dp 
proving that they (H ami M) are derived from a eomoion 
archetype9 v 9 dire 
as in the case of
as in the ease R» o f  i n d i r e c t l y ;
f-ZS
R a:ftd 1 1
Jj ‘S , 103 *> Ij i t ^ s  I 1
S i /® f. /3  ^ " H K a t i V i -A 3 Q J \y i c«r.
5% lio -Z t
65 Hi ° $ n'
65 a°!-B
' 1 
! j|n IShS' f t fV b t  | M M jqji
n ISZ-XO •aW3CQ5&-U’ ct ■,
go IS S .ii
f i J7S°X& 1 ■ '•••. i s j  1g J i  ; o
3-M \r«u\H3c<»oj [
Gonolo i n -  <\ “V
W l ^ o - t s m \\* I -U V 1 ^
In a few places (a® shown below in sections (i) and (ii) 
e©iMion mistakes are to be found between M and D Jointly against 
r 9 or between R and 10 Jointly against Ms but these seam too 
trifling to change the aspect ©f their relationship» Some of 
the mistakes may be due to a slight degree of contamination 
(se© belows p., 48 para ©)« In the eae© of Mp it should h@ 
bom© in mind that its scribe mad© two copies from T at about 
the seme time* The scribes of M and D appear to have been 
contemporaries» and may hay© therefore been in touch with each 
others.
{i) Common mistakes of M and D Jointly againsl
and D
4 3 m . n
« « « = ^  ;
VSSSi
~K.$
Ml *16.25 v ^ j j a r u
» n - h A y V“=434 |4
5 3 m-  r „Kk! \mS$ JJJ
5 5 / /5 W X
fa .
J 'M jL U f'H 4-’
55 »/ f jh \ \3 " A 3  D 1 S^3<K3 M j v o -h w
£o / ! /  °t5L - H a W ^  \$¥>Y 1 A13 H3 \^M *
61 !ZZ. 3 4 W ^ J
fa? -*43.33$ “H j j j f  \
yj t3& ni \^ 3 -H 3  \^3M j j y
n i i ?  24* 
[ 10, 3
V v y  \ ~H >0y
kfi|, “
{ii) Common mistakes of B and D against M <>
3te_el»n „ Pa^e/Mae
$ a&d 0 appeal3 t© derive* independently ot each otherp 
from a lost MS* $ the archetype & j whether other lost MSSo 
intervened between a and p 9 or a and B'P is not kn©wn0 and 
is irrelevant for the reasonstitat1cm of the text* To make 
good this statement9 we shall now seek to prove that 1 does not 
derive from K (?) or T (8) or p (9) j> and that p does not 
derive from B (10)«
(?) Individual mistakes of E against Mp proving that 
19 does not derive from K.
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(8) Individual mistakes of T against N0 proving 
that M does not derive from f0
jhmaisn Paj^ e/iiae
(9) Individual mistakes of P («K 4* 5?) against H*
proving that 1' does not derive from P <?
Pursigjs Em S&/lip,®
Missa-rsg t y e o g a g
(10) Individual mistakes of N against q 9 proving 
that P does not derive from (and is not identical with) l» 
Fagaisn Pg,g®Jl ine H J,
That p does not derive from lp is already proved wg 
absence of ParsiSa 68 9 89 and the hegimiing of 90 from
K P since the text of .8 was complete and also by th© beginning
j atokv'U'?
in th© middl©p and9 breaking off ./ at exactly tj;
same points of the texts of the Pafel 0 RiVo__p_r©eeclinjg Ddo „ 
Select ions of Zg^ and th© Ep 1 e t P Ma m l «0 from Ho (see above 
P<> 34)°
Accordingly j. we may assume the following stesama# with X 
as the author0 s MS„
(e) Poi^tg__t^o^ing_do^btL_og,_ the steams; a.0 
Although the validity of the stemma set out aAcnm has b@e>3 
proved pracstieaily throughout the textw t-b.er@ are passages which 
do not confirm ite 3©meti?j©s one of the MS S„ of th© p -family 
agrees with m m  or with two of the MSB, of th® W^famlly# while 
th© other MS, of th© P**>familj agrees with the remaining MB, ©p 
MSS, of the I-family's Bnaeh irregularities gppe# however# 
neither sufficiently numerous nor sufficiently strong t© 
require the assumption ©:? more than very slight contamination# 
as tn the ease of 35B which may have beas* contaminated by 
B p (owned by the scribe of BO $ or Mg, whose scribe also
A*
made# at about the time when he wrote it# two copies trom Ta/ 
Other unwelcome similarities between the two sets of MSS. cam 
mostly be attributed to orthographic vagaries on the part of th© 
scribes# ©colliding independently at the same places0 A f\ill list
ot them 1b given here without ?©ags?d^-to the omission or addition 
(at beginnings middle9 ©Is end of a word) of the words "W* or 
”Y”f which were freely handled by the scribes * It is arranged
according to the relationship of tlie MSS*
(11) K and one or mar© MSS* of the M-family have the correct 
reading against T and other MS(©)« of the H-familys
« £j0 <-3
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(12)- T and one or more MSS, of the N=-family have the 
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An attempt has been mad© to edit the text a©cording to 
strict scientific principless as evolved in the classical 
European studies (Latin and G-reek) <, By trial and error3 in 
work spread over centuries*, the technique of editing MSS. has 
‘been "brought to a high degree of mastership;7 which we cannot 
hop© to emulate here0 My principal guide in this matter has 
been the admirable study Xx? P.aul Mans,-, Textkriilk {Bdo5« 
Lclpsigj, 195?) which my supervisor0 Professor Henning# very 
kindly expounded to m©a It may be useful to state briefly 
the. established aim of editing^ and to show how this aim has 
been pursued in relation to the Pahlavi text treated here 0
The aim of editing is to reconstitute the text as it was 
written by the author„ here Da&tur Manuscihsu Owing to the 
great interval normally existing between the anther0® 
and the beginning of the Manuscript tradition = in our case at 
least five hundred years^ it I® not possible to reach that 
aim*, as a rale«, by a strictly scientific procedureo All that 
it is possible to reach by such procedure is the "archetype” 
(designated as &) s i„@9 the manuscript from which all existing 
manuscripts & directly or indirectly j, derive „ The first task 
of the editors, accordinglyit is to reconstitute the archetype„ 
Where*, however* the archetype was "corrupt"* i0©o deviated from 
the author® fs manuscript*, the editor has either to mark the 
passage as corrupt or to try to guess what the author In fact, 
had written* !„©«. to "emend" the manuscript tradition by a 
process Of S5ccvijecturefe „
In our ease,, the archetype can normally be safely recon­
stituted out of the two "sub^arch®types” (3 and W (see abov©
Po SS and jn 39) „ The procedure adopted to reconstitute our 
archetype is as follows:^
- 62 -
(a) Wher© P ©f osae of its derivatives (K and T) agrees 
with Iff or ob© of its derivatives (Rf M P and D) 8 that is the 
text of e o Exampless»
, Ind iv idu a l flisfraKes J2L™
if f&*3 k r M
9? ??*!& U \H y ^ f t jT .  1 \\H jA .W  U» ^ \Y*m Sv  RAflf
n (  j j | \  JE> . 1^ 3 Af \ n$&^y M f  kK,
L
ft #/4 * 6 trmjd
42. 7^^ ^ y t j W j^ 4/  r  r  &
43 $ M 3 i m  k v> \V'*3 T  k,
23 * 7 Sv\l3 1 M  * Sv> U T •Sv j j u
\
0\h sir ly jd rvi d da- S H am.
<ap\)^ /v\> cm jppo 31?"“ 4 /
It should he realised that m&h nindividual mistakes’' P as are 
listed above on the left side* are not "variants"p £«©<> they 
have m£) chance of1 over having stood In the archetype p hat are 
demonstrably « by the history of the manuscript tradition ™ 
deviations from the text of the archetype* Accordingly * they 
have no claim to a place in the apparatus* Neverthelessg in 
order to demonstrate the procedure* a double apparatus has been 
given for the first seventeen pages (see pp* first an
apparatus in the "traditional" style* comprising each and every 
deviation; . thereafter* a correct apparatus with variants 
(properly understood) only*
(b) Where 3 and N disagree among each other* each of these 
Bnbj&jj&h&types being safely reconstituted from two (or more) of 
its derivatives* the reading of the archetype is either tfoad of 
p or that of I„ Xm this ease the reading that appears to be 
better suited to the context has been assumed for & 9 the
rejected reading then forming a variant and being accordingly
-» 61?. ■=-
(©) Where the sub*- a re he t y p eg © Xs one of them easmot he 
re © o:o.s t i tut e cl from the derivatives or 'by agreement with a member 
of the other family *> the text of s is chosen .from one of the 
resulting variants. Thus*, if can be reconstituted from its 
derivatives® but p cannot j ,  because li anti T disagree with eaeii 
other as well as with tall MSS. of the 2S«*family® the readings 
of K*> f p and I? constitute varia:o.ts5 one of them being selected 
for - o Ory if all five MSS, disagree among each other0 all 
five readings are variants ranking equally for ©oneideration ass 
the reading of a0 The choice of the a-reading in this ©arse® 
and in the preceding ease (b) & is governed by various consider^ 
ations P such as suitability for the contextP easy transition 
from the original to the corrupt f o m ? habitual mistakes of 
















In the rare Instances of contamination^ ioe0 where K
agrees with one (or two) of the MSS* of S 5 while X agrees with
the remaining MSo (or MSS*) of N 9 all the readings have been
fully stated in the apparatus., All the instances in question
4-3 p ^ ^
have been set out above 9 (s©@ ppoy48 ~ 60) a
As already stated above9 as a rule the archetype can be 
reconstituted without difficulty* This archetypev however^ was 
unfortunately already faulty in many passages* An attempt has 
been made to correct them by emendations--*
■(e) In the case of simple; spelling mistakes the correct 
spelling has been put in the text without a mark9 but indicated 




4a. 16-2, yj yj
4 3 79 *3 \€) 33 oy
kr> & /Firo J* if S C%V\>} J
/ n
tSJ /1,5 o ,JJJ 6>
i f Is s'*7 -Ml VsjA.^
7 f js6 •’ 3
JU \k\}<£ 
j j m > q\
Cf) In cases of more thorough corruption the conjectured 
reading' has fceen Indicated by an a start sK (r*:) In the text and 
by Cconjo) In the apparatus, where, of course, the reading of 
a Cor of the MSSo, as appropriate in each case) is stated© 
Conjectural readings by scholars who have worked on the texts 
have been attributed to them by name or by the title of their 
work in the case of joint-air'ehors„ Exampless-
ftcVji/Vi h$i/ tie- oL
«CJ£=»
It e IX. 10 X r w t o w
hi %.ll j
k.i 71-13
3’3 IIS'-3.3 C$^ US




Cg) Occasionally It happens that, although the archetype 
was already corrupt, one of the MSS© offers wh&.'t appears to be 
the correct reading*. In such eases*, we have to assume that 
one of the scr5.bes has already emended the text by conjecture0 
'while one Is naturally reluctant to adopt such manuscript 
emendations, which, are strictly “individual mistakes"p it. is 
plain that the learned scribes of some of the later MSS* were 
capable of producing correct conjectures© Where such conjec­
tures have been adopted? "they have been mafia?! in the apparatus 
as eorr^ and attributed to the MS© concerned©
•Example s § ^
Bk iiMb,. b /  Evue,.. ©c
68 ~
Ch) Hopeless corruption has been Indicated by
Conjectural additions have been marked by ^
conjectural omissions by In the text9 without further
allusion In the apparatus*
(j) Except where uncertainty prevailed * the Idafa«Particle 
Cu) has been added or omitted by the editor without mention In 
the apparatus$ It having been observed that the scribes handled 
these words very freely0 Similarly., extra additional copula 
tsandtt Cl) at the end of wordss e0g0 IV^JU • \v
fk ^
or at the end of an Ideogram* e 0 go J^VU^SG * 
or also redundant 1 (a) In the interior of a word e0 g0 JjR
A \ J
s j j> j
have been omitted without regard In th© apparatus to the
continually varying spellings in the MS Sot, In cases of
uncertainty or ambiguity., the reading that
for aQ Examples s<










\VPt6l > \\\'^  VC?
How matters lie in respect, to these points will be seen
from the first seventeen pages of the text (see ppo
where all differences between MSSo are supplied,,
(Is) The opening phrase of the various Pur si In is uniformly 
given with \ •§] »<*«>“ without further statement
in the apparatus,, Actually,- the MSS„ vary continually,, from 
chapter to chapter9 offering \\HJJjUtl or \Y\UJll®,
\\K3JiMtJ \ot merely without syste.m0 Be side s ^
the numbering of Pursisa also varies in the MSSo9 and therefore 
they are uni for inly given as 43 (forty)f 543 (fifty) °
43=3 ( sixty) 5 44SJ (seventy)5 *4343 (eighty)5 and $*443
(ninety) without any allusion in the apparatuso
The text having been reconstituted,, the fallowing rules 
have seen observed for its presentations^
(l) The original. intention to divide the text into 
numbered paragraphs has been abandoned<? for fear of misleading 
the reader| but in order to help him or at least to show him 
how the editor understood the textP the presumptive end of a 
paragraph has bean marked by a small circle (O) s which should 
not cause trouble to a reader preferring a different division*,
<=■ 7o »
Oth&rwiacj, apart from the marks indicating emendations etc* 
and listed above (wader t9 hu and i) s the test lias "been left 
immarkedo A new line has been begun with the word introdncizsg 
the "answer** ( ^y
(m) The lines of each page are marked by Arable numerals 
©a the right-hand margin,, The test is r e f e r r e d  to by pag©-=> 
number and Xine0
(n) In the apparatus g the variants are introduced by their 
XLlne^ auraber* Several variants of one and the a sine word are 
separated by semi-colon* Different variants are separated 
from ©aoh other by a fifO--point*, line and a space„ Q*g0
Pc 73 line 2), constitutes a single Item in the apparatus,, 
It means that in line 2 is so found in T ? E & and M s
but that D offers § ® \ instead and, K  \WHc^S











MI59 (see above PP« 4
KS5 (see above PP= 15
Ml1? (see above PP° 27
560 (see above PP« 21
ED (s©© above PP» T
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) 0— ■ 3.3 H i\i-J V  G^UtoabhaJ? ^ I a sV O o— -  15 aJ>
(see DhaKhaK’f, 0Ira J iic a %  Kfaaregat Meva0 V o l. I R p„ 1 2 8 )0«=~—.
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W^9C°9- \H3 0 _  nr^3UJ \r«3J- W  w  . A l «  u
i w n a t u w y  w w a ^ u t o u
^3 ^  t€ -m j  S^6
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o W M K l Y O Y ^  'jA34YjQJ 1 \ .l\^a3i \
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4 *”*015 ^  <aH 3 ^ Sro_„_=M1 ^
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4 o \XVSV" P,-^5jMVJ \juy\J-SX0 H. (Dhabhar
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(see XSmbhastj, Irani00,5, ferae ¥c?l,3 K:» p0 1,28)
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e c% H|»V9
is<t>Hj \j JPJ p  \C0
■>\ T M ^ ¥ J 4
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& ^ e. «\VW
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SN ft
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LS 8 ao I Jxaaon.ar
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^  v# 4s \  \ \ \ i .33MS ^ y 3 . 3
4 « >  ^ <Li V >w V ' 3 \  o v» W\I-^m ]
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X35- |W.) \V6 l 5 '_ 4Xi> c^iJviM - 6 >
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£? \\C^ ,yC'll3J a C!tTR)j" \C^ J5 0tJ3J I€DV (see ioty. Po-^ S )„— ™
conje Henning^  1 Q3*'iV\! a0&— ~=~= 9 coaj0 Hemiing^
l@J\3|£Uat> (3)&abhar suggests CijX^Wj °f^h»ap9 * see ibid p,l8fe 
n04 ) o ~ * »  12 “^ M^MAsC^y'CMV
—  12 and 13 j y j  U i m S 4 \V6_J\V6WJ 
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aw* p0 {.Dhabhar follows D)0~~~~-~~ 17 CO£iJ'<> Henning# \i®}\
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— 1 fl 1
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“A&JJ \ } ^ S &  W'S I aj-3Ai \
conj.® H e a n in g i^ U
18 \W U r |  con jo  Henning; \q$\ ©i 
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MR \ ^  a
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^  \ tSi]
• *&n 6*6 \^.J^k
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0 c=^ 3  \ <S Co rr * «-JU&J @£ „ 10 c on j „ f
( ef e Honningjj BSOAS Q 5 si ? 720-9 <■.) ?%$ \=3Yfi &C
IX  I C . _ - — —  10 \ ^ h A a ) £ ^  K ;
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20 ^oonj0| \t€ © £ 2 3  eon% Henning!
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_ j \ W « j > « j \ a 3  - “ s i W 4 w j \ v y j £ a  V j \ \ * P  joA  v f e H j im
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EaFS^iJvaia Faredim' Vahp&m Rustam B ® M r  Satoiar&an Dianas?
n&foiitam f s?ass &hiHtain andar wa:idi:llB ± aMYyik ///®4->JSi
D^ia^ aifs:l§mjdy?d j -Cpd^ IiaMosiiia ./i^>korhag an'bar o Jfe az
xwlMimia ud sazwasiaB pahrom cia:eati, asil jagdaY sj’teegiSmliifb
[i] pad as'till i da&ap Qhmazd/jod^’Aimhraspandazi
a lo a Y fg is  y & s d a s i W Q h d a M im n  cLJ.n w e h
X
Ma^dayasnasi p©dambap'Sli i jast. fr&Mnhrjjzarto§t SpTtaman
1 ahlaw ^ jsi£> abegurnlmiXi asi liaamg daman YjO' sores k@ awis 
xYaman'bopdap bawlsid 9 Pad welrDa [ !■ j Fah~namf%@ hawed 0 
itaoahiz- B).ard©maB © bmvig wlhin newagUis. alslylcl sv/istas.
© xweiig Pased & Am f©s Yi> Amman £\% mah X i> Amardad © H  i • 
914-1 pas as 2>o ^ jsaO1 yazdegased sahan iali i !f'&£ /pa-a^ X
Xusraw i- ilhlm ilh £±y Qhmassdlxa Re Bl'brlltass s 
'Marz^^an P&Fe&Sn andar farrgrcav blm ^ i> kirraaa dap ^ mbarak 
i dekkla. pad smSSTh IiaYag [l] piYSsgar m mm
[xwls] a?!^  nib 1st hem ta X£i© sali^la [p.cl] klr pad .ahFljih 
^TF&mayind & Pas e.% sal <£lSO o frassand i sadaggm X^>
teSF&w dlnboFdlF abspl^end 0 1&fw Re $yab amoved
epj'glb paelaY asii k\m§&
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©<§ 'conic UnvaXa (See his Colophonsp»X9 n .&)5
(Gf'c nSn  ^ 2  in MSC KfeS tolo XSOVo
lines f| ■=> 5) 1 .
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tie wor ar® in various forms in the following;
m ) V 6  S M  (See Unvala^ Colo-phonsw
p* 158 Iin© 9) „
(b) - Mg and &&P,2 (Lg) (Be® ibid. e
pp„ Iff line 3 and 85 line 8) „
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C@) MB, ('O'Bvala has eorreeted it t© j
(see ibl&g. pQ 153 line 5) et©0
.weilh oerxo (see El).3 fol, 130vo line 7) <
2,0- frsmlyend ©©nj,
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Completed in welfaree Joy and pleasure. 18 the servant ot
<S=r _ e=3 . 553«=^ ft-jreligion Marsspsm Faredmi Yalirasa Rustam BhBdar Sataar&an .13Sisgar 
Wrote it and sent it forth for the growth ot righteousness and 
•for the dbetf«as© o t  DruJ sand for th® gathering of ti collection 
of virtuesQ
He who may hold the best &£ desires and word© (i,e5 this 
book)j,to him (there will he) belief* in G-aolp in the existence of 
the creator AhuraYiiagela0 and the Amsiaspasids aiaci also other 
y&gata© and th© good creations ^ and the good religion of 
.Masda«worehipper© and the prophethood of5 the adorable lYwaisi 
of zarathastras the descendant of th© holy S'pitama and belief 
Isa all His ereatnress who are His servant©* He (who mm,m th© 
book) m y  become a guide through goodaesso Even w@ mortal® 
ought to desire good for all good tmng so. that it reach.®© (“back) 
to
On the day As®ln of tine month Amarda&g the year 9ip,P after 
‘ 20 years of* ^ azdegardp king of kingse the grandson wf His 
Majesty Xusraw® king ot kings9 the descendant of* Ohrmazdp it 
was Britton by me0
X& Marzpln Faredm£) wrot© it in the aueplesions land of
head of the farmers 
Kersaaitg at the “blessed door of the/ ' for my kinsmen
and for all my own victorious children so that they may uses
it with righteousness for 150 years c After 150 years they
may entrust it to the children “born of the children of the
famous propagators of the religion^ Every ones who reads ite
or teaches it0 or makes a copy from it „ *0»<,0«- „ *
4 * «%
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Frasaft pad drlld iadlli \:>A ramiinSh© FrasSmlnld in 5
nib eg pad Hin&lgSn pad safer i Surat- andar fos i Yarhram 
Z i >  aimi^and ^ i>p®i?®zgas? ud mah A fars a^xw Fraward3.ii sal 
afesr Xgrih as kalian a^lH i/asdegard,[ Ig] sahriyar- u Mibl's’t hem 8
as be ray i newak Imbem ud Ima&i Bev/ala-mibfe’dar
ud /m^t-goftaF ud hxma rlt-w& rs'S cla r,/ u&> new air, se Ft ud 
amosandag i din i will «{jL> Masdayasnan Bast\?amxs. Dastwap 1 9
Fawag=-siaBSi Dastavarjl JaviiTCd pus / iX Basfcnarji (?)
Bars©/ p> Ji pus ^ :I> RastwarSn Dasiwar Marhwa Kai (?) JOta 
pus Y i Y  Dastw&r BhYxI pus 1 Jamslsl $ Man It© ni’btCitar 3J3
Isamtarln bandag/ l>3>Xfo S. wlh <i>Masdayasaan iferbad JameiiJ&C?) 
pus i / alipur pus i Faredim pus pus i/'HomJi i
Balsia i ialir i Surat nibi^tam 0 H&fw ke .Ttwaaaci ambsdd ui kir IS
as is kunldg r&M paMWn asii imrsad 0«„0 „ e c „ = 0
(o The date 23JM is written in the outer margin^ in a
4 vmixture of Pallia words and numeralst Hp^ y
 ^ A date written in texts |a.}fe5
\tpCife5 |^ .yYX\\jihas been deleted^
7 “ 'tea ray eorC » -y I (iiorisontal strok© of tte 
initial J| is missing cf„ Mew Per©0 <jr!/V )
’For the gens ©logy of D. JamlMp see Modig Ante null
pBabraia^ XaKdin 3 
and D 0. Darabj, pp0 192-1911,/ Athom&n Elimn ppB157n 
Patel ^  “ “— —  *■
178, 810./ PiES&££&Bi* Vol.Ie-p.lS3,
Umrala, O o M M m m ^  p,190e
<J3^' For the gene©logy of .the scribe see
M53 of the Staatshlbliothekn Mianlch; Unvala,
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Completed in welfare , Jcsy and pleasure«
This book was caused to be completed in India in the 
city of Surat on the clay of the strong and victorious Balrram 
and in the month of the auspicious Fravay&in, In the ye ay 
X21h ot the Icing yasdegard, king of Rings« I wrote (it) 
for Dastixr Jamllcf-, the good, of good repute9 of good disposition, 
and ot good religion, thinking good and speaking good and 
doing goods ot good, mm&uot, the t,eaehe:e of the good religion^ 
Das tax* of Dastuys® and renowned son of Dasinr Baygopjlg son 
of Daetur of Dasturs, the late Kai Idas, son of* BM,xas son ot 
JamsMo X9 who (am) the Writer, the humble servant of the 
good religion of the Mazdayasnians, Srwad son of
B!i:rpupf; son of Farldlm^, son of JSfianakJI!, son of resident
of Surat9 wrote it. Everyone who shall read it, shall teach 
It, and make use of it, and shall make & copy from it.......,,.
